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More information requires Android4.0 and before CrossFire: Legends of APK is an action gun battle game. The game has not only an exciting survival training mode, but also a passionate fight on the 60V60, which is absolutely exciting! Fly the helicopter skydiving and then explore the huge map and start the most
exciting survival showdown! Enter a huge battlefield and experience survival training mode to become the ultimate winner! TEO D'I CHNG TS Page 2 TEO D'I CHANG TZI Cập nhật wao: Thg8 22, 2018 Jau cầu Android: Changes with Device Keh thước: 29 - 696 MB CrossFire: Legends 1.0.9.10 APK and OBB Data
Latest Action Android GamesDownload Previous Shootout: APK - with links to Android Legends for OBBCross dataFire: Legends of action game was created Tencent game that you enjoy installing on your Android devices! The most successful FPS game on the planet, shooting the mobile version: Legends Experience
has retained the overall beauty on your predecessor PC, now ensures that you enjoy addicts with new features of gaming mobile devices. Millions of players around the world now experience on PC exciting actions they can move on! Do you like intense gameplay? We found him! Crazy graphics? We have them! And
again, love it all with the same classic mutant and PvP mode, for sure, which players often come and better players remolded! Also, do you want more? Then you are specially prepared for the new mode Of Battle Royale, the mobile version! There are crazy and exciting under-modes and a dozen shooting articles:
Legends of War Royal Crossfire status brings the experience of both new and old players only dreamed of! (Specials) 1. Mutant Mode: A popular classic in the PC version for the first time on global mobile phones, now! At the beginning of the game, all players are randomly divided into two groups, human mutants. People
need your weapons to use to destroy mutants; People in need of mutant attack and infection. The collision of the species begins now!2. TDM: Kill the required number of enemies to win the deadline. Hardcore FPS fans, look no further! This simple but exciting game mode will boil the blood!3. Mode: This is the ultimate
battle of the royal position of man! Players can choose a couple or matches in team mode to join, and this game includes skydiving, finding materials to avoid dusk, defeat the enemy, and fight the last man/team. Other modes, maps, and items are added monthly. It's time to get together with your friends and join the
legend of the fight! CrossFire: LegendsAPK - OBB DataCrossFire: APK Legends and OBB Data Installation Instructions: Install APK on Android device Unzip and Android/OBB copy data com.tencent.tmgp.cfmnac Enter the game and have funInlorator DLandroid What's new:1.New game mode: mutant mode;2.New
Battle Royal Card (60 players);3.First VVIP Weapons: M4A1-Transformer;4. More weapons and bodies To the store;5. The S2 rating corresponds to;6.Optimized algorithm to reduce the distance to the server; CrossFire Content Rating: Legends 1.0.9.10 Apk and OBB data are the latest. This app is evaluated by users
who use this app. To learn more about the company/developer, visit the website of the person who developed it. CrossFire: Legends 1.0.9.10 Apk and OBB Data can be downloaded and installed on Varies with higher Android devices and devices. Download the app using your favorite browser and click Set to install it.
Please note that we offer both basic and clean APK files and faster download speeds than apk CrossFire: Legends 1.0.9.10 Apk and OBB Data Latest. This APK app was downloaded store. You can also download APK CrossFire: Legends 1.0.9.10 Apk and OBB Data Latest and run it with the popular Android Reporter.
Updated to version ! iSlash Heroes 1.7.3 Apk ModSpace Beat 1.04 Apk Latest ModCrazy Cake Swap 1.51 Apk ModSonic Jump Fever 2.0.3 Apk Mod Latest Description CrossFire: Legends CrossFire Legends Legendary FPS Shooter Available on Mobile Phone, A fast silver technology app, CF owns sharp 4K images for
every detail and bright 3D sound as a real, not inferior to popular games. Download now and sign up for an exciting eSports arena.★ DOWNLOAD GEM PACKAGE GET BOX FREE From September 8, 2017 to September 29, 2017, Every day when the user is loaded to buy any of the packages GEM will receive 1 box
Lucky Box (open at the speed of receiving orange weapons day or permanent), gifts will be handed into consideration after 48 hours.★ GAME KOREA - GAME VNG. Full mode: 5v5 PvP, PvE, multiplayer, internship for a new player, solo, Melee, raid enemy bases, chase enemies at the bottom of the map, or even place
bombs... In addition, the match rank mode will be more dramatic than ever. ★ SMOOTH GRAPHICS - BREAKTHROUGH EXPERIENCE.4K with a frame of up to 60 frames per second creates a beautiful graph platform for every detail. Easy operation also provides a lot of experience. ★ MAP LEGEND - UNLEASHED.
Classic maps: Crossroads of Death, desert storms, broadcasting stations, cargo ships, military bases ... and lots of modes Fun: World boss hunting team, tower defense, death arena, big head and very feature hide-and-★.★ - SHOOTING GA. Discover and own a wide variety of arsenal today: Barrett, AWM, AK47,
M4A1, AUG,... ★ world-class FPS eSports tournament for the online gaming community of FPS across Vietnam is held regularly on an unprecedented scale. Defeat snipers, ambush snipers of the highest class and bring gifts home !!! UPDATE UPDATE: - Optimizing the rank of fair game system is bigger, more
appealing - New game modes such as Ghost, Parkour, Pepper, Deputy zombies Long Lan Co Grave. - New series of maps: Narrow alley, play area, New Year's hotel, Christmas party, choir, harbor... - New characters: Sonoko, Fox 2017, Rose 2017, Venus - And lots of weapons or other equipment promises to bring
many attractive experiences for gamers. Home: ★ READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: Support Facebook Sharing (read Image Information).★ WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: Support Facebook Sharing (Save Image Information).★ GET_ACCOUNTS: Support for notifications★ RECORD_AUDIO: Support for VoiceChat
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